
Date: February 4, 2022

Subject: Dulce Base at the Archuleta Mesa on the New Mexico Colorado border

This underground “secret base” has been around longer than most of the people who talk
about it realize, and it is frankly much bigger than people realize. The location of the base is on the
Archuleta Mesa near the town of Dulce New Mexico from which it gets it’s name. The base started
long before it was known as Dulce base, it  has been an operational “alien” base since the 1800’s.
During World War 2 it became a joint USA military base and “alien” base. First lets explore the size
and functionality of the base today.

 1 Occupants of the Base:
 1.1 Humans: restricted to specific levels.
 1.2 “Aliens”: It is actually “Greys” who are the “aliens”.  Most people call them “aliens”

because they do not understand fallen angels and their offspring (hybrids) known as the
greys.

 1.3 The name “greys” comes from the pale grey color of the skin and the grey sort of bug
eyes they have.

 1.4 There are three known basic sizes the greys grow to be:
 1.4.1 Three to four feet tall.
 1.4.2 Five to six feet tall.
 1.4.3 Seven to 12 feet tall

 2 Location: Archuleta Mesa on the New Mexico Colorado border under the Apache reservation
with the permission of the Apache Tribe.

 3 Size:
 3.1 It is circular with a radius of 6 miles (having been very much enlarged from the original

natural cave formation it began with.
 3.2 It is 66 levels deep at this time having increased from the 7 levels built during and after

World War 2.
 3.3 It has entrances for the flying crafts to land and hanger 
 3.4 It has 264 60 foot stargates and about 2600 10 foot size stargates
 3.5 It has water purification systems and waste water treatment systems
 3.6 It has power generation
 3.7 Basic layout of the base:

 3.7.1 Levels 1 to 5 are offices and meeting rooms.
 3.7.2 Levels 6 to 15 are Hanger for craft and storage areas
 3.7.3 Levels 16 to 30 are human living areas
 3.7.4 Levels 31 to 45 are research labs
 3.7.5 Levels 46 to 60 are “alien” living areas
 3.7.6 Levels 61 to 66 are power and water and air management systems

 4 Simple History:
 4.1 From the 1800’s to the start of World War 2 the base was just the natural caves which

were there.
 4.2 During  World  War  2  construction  began  on  enlarging  the  base  to  provide  for  the

expanding needs of the humans and the “aliens”.
 4.3 After world war 2 the base was rapidly enlarged with tunneling machines until it grew to

the size that it is now underground.
 5 The primary function of the dulce base is to do intense genetic research and create new hybrids

to serve the fallen angels.



 5.1 Every month there are 12,000 people kidnapped and used for various experiments many
of the people die but the fallen angels continue with the experiments in the dulce genetics
labs.

 6 The other main function of the dulce base and labs is the design of new flying craft to give the
fallen  angels the advantage over the humans.

 7 Another amazing thing about the dulce base is the fact that fallen angel archives are kept there
both in glyph format as well as english.
 7.1 There are 50,000 pages of glyphs detailing the genectics experimentst they have done at

dulce.
 7.2 There are 100,000 pages of glyphs detailing the details of the new advanced crafts they

are building.
 7.3 There are 150,000 pages of glyphs of the rituals that are done regularly at dulce.
 7.4 There is a sealed area which has additional information which is guarded by the apache

shaman and his guards.

This information proves that Dulce base is the headquarters for the northern hemisphere for the
fallen angels.

In 1979 there was an intense underground war which lasted 4 months, during this war  60 green
berets died while fighting the greys and giants. During this war the giants and the greys killed 14 USA
military scientists who were mapping the DNA of the greys and the giants. The fallen angels decided
to kill everyone who knew about the project details. There was no real accurate count  of the greys and
other giants who perished during the bitter war. During the war the Apache shaman fought on the side
of the humans using the orbs and other things he had as part of his weapons. After about 4 months of
battle a  truce was called until a proper agreement could be made. It is very critical to note that the
treaty is a full formal blood oath with lucifer and the legions and the greys. That means that everything
in dulce is in fact evil beyond belief.  DO NOT EVEN THINK OF GOING THERE EVEN JUST
FOR A VISIT.


